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™NPDD

NPDD

> INERT, 2% & 5% PAVA

Optional Payloads:

>Blast Radius:  7 meters

Up to 175+ Decibel Rating>

Non-Flammable, Does not use Gunpowder>
>Reloadable and Reusable

>Deployable in All-Weather Conditions

Deployment Timer:  2.5 seconds*>
>Dimensions:   19 cm L  x  3.8 cm D

Weight:   12.6 oz>

Features:

>No atf restrictions
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The Pavashot Inc’s NPDD is the world’s first true Non-
Pyrotechnic Diversionary Device. Its unique deployment 
system eliminates the hazards associated with devices 
that employ pyrotechnic material, and their regulations 
for storage, use and reporting. It has a three-stage 
system which uses a Nitrogen cartridge, a pneumatic delay 
timer (which is the NPDD body), and burst envelope is 
comparable to a small car airbag that acts as the 
payload.

When the pin is pulled and the NPDD lever is released, 
simultaneously this deploys the spring-loaded piston in 
the NPDD body which pierces the Nitrogen cartridge. The 
nitrogen gas cycles through the delay timer in the NPDD 
body, filling the payload with nitrogen until the payload 
bursts. In return the payload delivers 175+ dB bang plus 
concussion wave which temporarily disorients suspects to 
take control of dangerous situations.

The Pavashot Inc. NPDD is a reusable device that can be 
rapidly reloaded and redeployed in the field. There is no 
need for the costly transportation and restrictions 
associated with pyrotechnic based distraction devices. 
The inflatable payload can be ordered empty, with inert 
powder (for training purposes), or with 2% or 5% Pava 
powder for a more dramatic incapacitating effect. The 
blast radius of powder filled payloads is an astounding 7 
meters.
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